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Te oranga me te haumaru ākonga | Learner 
wellbeing and safety  

Frequently asked questions 

 
What’s the code about?   

A code for the wellbeing and safety of all learners in tertiary education will be developed 

this year and be put in place by 1 January 2022. It sets out the expectations that tertiary 

organisations must meet for learners’ safety and wellbeing.  

 

This code will bring together the current codes for domestic and international learners with 

separate parts of the code for:  

• student accommodation  

• tertiary providers enrolling international students  

• schools enrolling international students (this part restates existing requirements for 

schools).  

 

Why is the code needed?  

The education system in Aotearoa New Zealand is changing. The needs of all learners, 

their families and communities, and honouring Te Tiriti o Waitangi are being put first to 

deliver more equitable benefits for learners.  

 

Currently, there are two sets of codes:  
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• The interim code of pastoral care which was introduced in 2020 as an urgent 

response to tragic events involving the death of a learner in a hall of residence  

• The code for international students which has been in place for many years.   

 

With the interim code of pastoral care due to expire at the end of 2021, we are using this 

opportunity to bring the two codes together, incorporate each of their strengths into the new 

code and use your feedback to inform its final form.  

 

What difference will the new code make?  

From 1 January 2022, we expect all tertiary education providers to meet the same clear set 

of expectations for learners’ safety and wellbeing. They will have flexibility to put in place 

processes that respond to the needs of their learners and communities.   

 

We are proposing changes for tertiary education providers with international students. We 

are not proposing changes for schools with international students at this time.  

 

What’s the dispute resolution scheme about?  

The dispute resolution scheme is a new way for domestic tertiary learners and providers to 

settle contractual or financial disputes.   

 

Why is a dispute resolution scheme needed?  

Disputes can have big educational, financial and emotional impacts on learners and their 

whānau.  A stronger dispute resolution scheme will help resolve issues and make the 

tertiary education system fairer and more accessible for everyone.  
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The new disputes resolution scheme fills a gap for domestic tertiary learners. At the 

moment, all learners can access the Disputes Tribunal for claims up to $30,000. 

International learners can resolve disputes using iStudent Complaints, but domestic 

learners cannot access this service.   

 

What difference will the disputes resolution scheme make?  

The disputes resolution scheme will be accessible to all learners in tertiary education, 

including Te Pūkenga, wānanga, universities and private training establishments. A wide 

range of people – including parents, whānau members and advocates – will be able to 

make complaints with or on behalf of learners who may want additional support. Groups of 

learners will be able to make complaints together.   

 

What are the law changes about?   

Law changes will make sure the new code and dispute resolution scheme are supported by 

legislation and fit for purpose. They will make sure the code and dispute resolution scheme 

consistently focus on learner wellbeing and safety and make it easier for providers to 

implement the code.  

 

Why are law changes needed?  

Law changes are needed to clarify and streamline the responsibilities of all tertiary and 

international education providers so that learners’ wellbeing, safety and educational 

achievement is the top priority.   
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Law changes will reinforce commitment to Te Tiriti o Waitangi. They will improve the long-

term relevance of the code and disputes resolution scheme so both can be managed 

efficiently.  

 

What are some of the proposed changes providers should know about?  

Changes that apply to all tertiary providers (including tertiary signatories) include:  

• taking a whole-of-provider approach to set the direction and foundation for provider 

practices (part 3) [link to Consultative and co-ordinated support structures]  

• strengthening standards for wellbeing and safety (part 4) [link to Wellbeing and 

Safety Practices] by including new requirements and expectations for:  

• promoting inclusive and accessible physical and digital learning environments   

• supporting learners’ social development and academic progress  

• more responsive student services and teaching and learning approaches to meet the 

diverse needs of the learner population  

• training and support for staff (including accommodation staff, security and cleaning 

staff), and peer support training  

• better protections for learners for making complaints and resolving disputes     

• better consistency within and across providers (and in student accommodation) for 

responding to emergency situations.   

 

Changes in practices in tertiary student accommodation   

• more detailed requirements for training for accommodation staff  

• new requirements for student accommodation ownership details, wellbeing and 

safety practices, accommodation contracts, and house rules  
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• clearer links between student accommodation practices and requirements for overall 

provider wellbeing practices.  

 

 Requirements for tertiary signatories   

• the specific protections currently given to international students will remain in the 

new Code to reflect their needs.   

• There will be some changes to the requirements for tertiary providers with 

international students as we align the two existing codes. For providers to 

international learners, this means requirements in relation to providers’ engagement 

with learners and communities, planning and complaints processes, and support for 

learners at risk. 

• removing duplication and changing wording to combine the interim domestic code 

and international code.  

 

Requirements for schools enrolling international students   

• The proposed code for tertiary and international education does not include any new 

requirements for schools enrolling international students at this time. Requirements 

that are specific to schools will be retained as they are now, and will be set 

separately from those for tertiary providers.   

• We plan to make changes to legislation that will be relevant to schools enrolling 

international students based on the feedback we gather during this consultation.   

• There are no changes to the dispute resolution scheme for international learners and 

the iStudent Complaints scheme will continue.  
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How can I be involved in this consultation?  

This consultation has three parts:   

• a code of practice that sets out what is expected of tertiary organisations for 

learners’ safety and wellbeing  

• a new service to help resolve some disputes between students and tertiary 

organisations 

• law changes   

 

You can have your say on all parts of the proposals, or just the parts that interest you most, 

by:   

• Sending feedback on-line  

• Responding to survey questions  

• Asking the Ministry of Education to meet with your network in person or online.  

You can also email your feedback to CodeOfPastoralCare@education.govt.nz   

The deadline for submissions is 28 May 2021. 

 

Why is there a focus on student voice?  

Strong student voice is an important part of a well-functioning tertiary education system that 

supports positive wellbeing. The ongoing code will be developed to make sure it is fit-for-

purpose in requiring providers to have appropriate processes in place to feed student voice 

into decision-making. Providers will also need to increasingly involve learners as they 

review the adequacy of their policies and processes in meeting all the outcomes of the 

Code.   

 

  

https://conversation.education.govt.nz/conversations/wellbeing-and-safety
mailto:CodeOfPastoralCare@education.govt.nz
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What is the Impact on schools with international students?   

It is not intended that there will be changes to requirements for schools that host 

international students through this work; instead, we plan to restate the existing 

requirements for schools within the on-going Code. We will consult with schools with 

international students about the draft on-going Code during the consultation open 7 April – 

21 May.   

 

Interim code changes 

On Wednesday, 31 March 2021, the Minister issued minor and technical changes to the 

interim code. These include updating the expiry date of the interim code and references to 

the Education and Training Act 2020, and being clearer about what the Code Administrator 

must do if it uses powers to enter student accommodation (clause 33). Tertiary providers 

don’t need to do anything differently, and NZQA will ensure that it meets the new 

requirements. You can view the updated code here. These changes follow from 

Parliamentary review of the interim code by the Regulations Review Committee. 

 

 


